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Topological Phase Transformation and Collapse Dynamics of
Spin Textures in a Non-Centrosymmetric D2d System

Jagannath Jena,* Sabri Koraltan, Florian Bruckner, Konstantin Holst,
Malleswararao Tangi, Claas Abert, Claudia Felser, Dieter Suess, and Stuart S.P. Parkin*

Recently a large variety of non-collinear spin textures have been revealed in
various crystals with different symmetry groups. Of particular interest are
crystals with D2d symmetry that exhibit a complex variety of stable and
metastable spin textures that includes antiskyrmions, elliptical
Bloch-skyrmions, fractional-antiskyrmions, fractional Bloch-skyrmions, and
type-II trivial-bubbles. The observation of these structures necessitates their
stabilization via magnetic field and temperature protocols which demands a
thorough understanding of their creation, transformation, and collapse
dynamics. Utilizing the real-space imaging capabilities of Lorentz
transmission electron microscopy, the generation and annihilation of diverse
spin textures in a single D2d Heusler compound are demonstrated. It is
showed that antiskyrmions and elliptical Bloch-skyrmions can be deformed
into more elaborate elongated magnetic nano-objects through a collapse
mechanism. Their elongation is governed by the intrinsic antisymmetric
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector exchange interaction and dipolar energy present
in the system. Furthermore, antiskyrmions are found to be metastable at all
temperatures on field-cooling, while a topological phase transformation from
elliptical Bloch-skyrmions to antiskyrmions rather takes places on
field-heating. These results are corroborated by micromagnetic simulations
and demonstrate the efficient manipulation of different spin textures in a D2d

compound by varying field and temperature protocols and represents a critical
step toward the application of magnetic skyrmions.
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1. Introduction

In most ferro- and ferri-magnetic materials
the Heisenberg exchange interaction gives
rise to collinear magnetic states in which
the magnetic moments are oriented ei-
ther parallel or anti-parallel to one another.
On the other hand the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya vector exchange interaction (DMI)
aligns neighboring moments perpendic-
ular to one another in a chiral man-
ner, thereby encouraging the formation
of chiral helical or cycloidal magnetiza-
tion textures.[1] On applying a magnetic
field to such a helical phase, nanoscopic
vortex-like textures known as skyrmions
may form. These objects have been pro-
posed as potential magnetic bits for mem-
ory and logic applications.[2–4] Skyrmions
were discovered initially in the cubic B20
compound MnSi that has a chiral crys-
tal structure.[5] Subsequently, a zoology
of spin textures have been uncovered in
several other B20 compounds,[6–8] as well
as in compounds with other crystal sym-
metries including Cnv,

[9,10] D2d,[11,12] and
S4

[13] symmetries. In all these cases the
DMI interaction arises from the bulk
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crystal structure. On the other hand, chiral skyrmion-like
magnetic bubbles have been observed in multilayered hetero-
structures that are stabilized by an interface DMI.[14,15] Such
spin textures derived from both bulk and interface DMI can
be quantified by their topological charge NSK = 1

4𝜋
∫∫ m(r) ⋅

( 𝜕m(r)

𝜕x
× 𝜕m(r)

𝜕y
) d2r, where m is the normalized magnetization

vector field.[16,17] NSK takes only integer values except for one
case where spin textures with a fractional charge have been
reported.[18]

The form of the DMI vector reflects the symmetry of the
crystal structures and, thereby, determines which type (or types
in a few cases) of spin textures are possible. For example, in
compounds with B20, Cnv, D2d, or S4 symmetries, the DMI vector
exchange interaction allows for the formation of Bloch, Néel,
and antiskyrmions (aSk), respectively.[1,19] It is the competition
between the DMI and Heisenberg exchange interactions, the
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, long-range dipole-dipole in-
teractions (DDI), and external field that determines the detailed
nature and size of the skyrmionic spin textures and their forma-
tion into, for example, hexagonal or square lattices. The dipolar
interaction appears to play little role in the B20 compounds[20–23]

but is responsible for the large variation in size of the aSks in
D2d materials[24] and the Néel skyrmions in Cnv compounds[25]

as the thickness of lamellae of the host compound is varied.
Furthermore, due to the interplay between DMI and DDI, several
novel spin textures including, elliptical Bloch skyrmions (eBSks),
fractional antiskyrmions (faSks), fractional Bloch skyrmions (fB-
Sks), and type-II trivial bubbles (TBs) have been found in the
same D2d compound.[18,26,27] The simultaneous presence of these
distinct spin objects is an important step forward in developing
multi-bit racetrack storage devices.[28]

The control and application of skyrmionic spin textures neces-
sitates a detailed understanding of how an applied magnetic field
and temperature and their history influences their formation. In
this study, we examine the detailed evolution of the various spin
textures in the archetypical D2d compound Mn1.4Pt0.9Pd0.1Sn as
a function of magnetic field, temperature, and prior magnetic
states. The stable magnetic state of this compound in large mag-
netic fields, like most magnetic Heusler compounds, is a ferri-
magnetic state where two Mn sub-lattices, in which the Mn mo-
ments are aligned parallel to one another, are oriented antiparal-
lel to one another. The different moments on the sub-lattices that
are formed from Mn in two distinct Wyckoff crystal sites lead
to a net magnetization.[29] We show how the stability region of
the different skyrmionic nano-objects can be significantly modi-
fied based on the initial magnetic state and subsequent applica-
tions of magnetic field and temperature. It is found that when
driven by an external magnetic field, aSks and eBSks can expe-
rience significant deformations and merge with the nearest ob-
jects to generate elongated aSks or eBSks, ultimately transform-
ing into the helical state, defining the “collapse dynamics”. Ex-
tensive field-cooled and field-heated studies that are conducted
across a temperature range from 100 to 355 K, reveal the sta-
bility and the transformation between spin textures; we observe
that aSks remain metastable throughout, while in field-heated ex-
periments, eBSks can be transformed into aSks. Moreover, we
have carried out micromagnetic simulations which are in good

Figure 1. D2d Heusler compound Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn. a) Electron back-scattered
image of a polycrystalline bulk compound Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn. The [001] and
[100] orientations are illustrated schematically near to the right side of (a).
The inverse pole figure (IPF) helps to identify the crystal orientations. b)
A thin specimen is lifted from the red-colored region of (a) and a trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) overview is shown here. The length,
width, and thickness of the electron transparent region of the lamella are
≈5 μm, 3 μm, and 170 nm, respectively. Outside of the 5 × 3 μm2 re-
gion is the PtCx, which was deposited during the specimen preparation in
a focused ion beam (FIB) as a protection layer. c) The selected area elec-
tron diffraction (SAED) pattern is obtained from the 170 nm thick region,
showing the [001] orientation.

agreement with our LTEM investigations of the collapse dynam-
ics, metastability, and transformation of eBSks and aSks.

2. Results and Discussion

Using an arc-melting technique large ingots of the bulk Heusler
compound Mn1.4Pt0.9Pd0.1Sn (Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn) were grown. These
ingots are polycrystalline: the individual crystalline grains are
identified by electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD).[30,31]

Figure 1a shows the EBSD of a typical sample. The various hues
correspond to the orientation of the different grains. As illus-
trated on the right side of Figure 1a, EBSD gives a map of the in-
verse pole figure (IPF), in which the orientations [100], [110], and
[001] are distinguished by the colors green, blue, and red, respec-
tively. Using focused ion beam milling (FIB), thin lamellae can be
cut from one of these single crystalline grains identified by EBSD.
Since the DMI vector in the D2d system only has non-zero compo-
nents along the [100] and [010] crystallographic directions within
the tetragonal basal plane of the Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn compound, lamel-
lae are cut from the red region of the bulk sample with their sur-
face perpendicular to the [001] direction. A transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) image of one of these lamellae is displayed in
Figure 1b. The black and gray contrasts in the image show that
the left side of the lamella is thicker (400 nm) than its right side
(170 nm). A selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern on
the right side of the lamella, as shown in Figure 1c, confirms
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Figure 2. Spin textures in Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn. a–c) First column shows the experimental observation of antiskyrmions (aSks), elliptical Bloch skyrmions (eBSks)
and trivial bubbles (TBs) in Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn at different magnetic fields and temperatures mentioned in sides to each LTEM images. Second, third, and
fourth columns show the simulated LTEM, induction map, and components of magnetization for aSk, eBSk, and TB. The color wheel highlights the
angle of the magnetization and color bar highlights the z component of magnetization. The white and black arrows in induction map and Mz indicate
the direction of the in-plane magnetization. The scale bar in (a) corresponds to 300 nm and same for the LTEM images in (b, c).

that the surface normal of the lamella is indeed oriented along
[001]. Here we report, using Lorentz transmission electron mi-
croscopy (LTEM), real-space imaging of the magnetic contrast in
two lamellae with thicknesses of 170 nm (see Figure 1b, lamella
L1) and 280 nm (lamella L2), respectively. Experimental LTEM
images and micromagnetically simulated spin textures of aSk,
eBSk, and TB, the predominant spin textures found in the D2d
Heusler compound Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn, are shown in Figure 2a–c. The
magnetic induction derived from the micromagnetic simulation,
the so-called simulated LTEM textures, and the experimentally
observed LTEM images agree well with each other. An aSk has
a complex spin texture: Bloch walls with right-handed (RH) and
left-handed (LH) chiralities are found along the [100] and [010]
crystallographic directions, whereas Néel walls are found along
the [110] and [1-10] crystallographic directions (Figure 2a, white
and black arrows in induction map and Mz). By contrast, eBSk
has only Bloch walls (Figure 2b). These aSk and eBSk are ob-
served at zero tilt of the lamella, whose long axis of the tetragonal
[001] direction coincides with the electron beam propagation di-
rection in the normal incidence condition. Whereas, TB is mostly
observed when tilting the lamella away from the zero-tilt in the
presence of a magnetic field (see Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
tion), which has two Néel walls directed along the [110] and [1-10]
directions (Figure 2c).

The magnetic ground state in zero magnetic field of Mn-Pt-
Pd-Sn is a 1D helical spin texture whose helical axis is oriented
along one of two in-plane crystal directions [010] and [100] for
which Bloch walls are stabilized by DMI and which have a lower
magnetostatic energy as compared to Néel walls.[24] When an out-
of-plane (OOP) magnetic field is applied along the [001] direction
the helical state evolves directly into a saturated ferri-magnetic
state without the formation of any skyrmions (Figure S2, Sup-
porting Information). However, an in-plane magnetic field can
help to stabilize skyrmions.[26] In the TEM a magnetic field can
be applied by using the objective lens coils which are not other-
wise used for Lorentz TEM imaging. This field, H, is parallel to
the TEM column, so to realize a magnetic field with an in-plane
component the lamella must be tilted (from the zero tilt angle
condition, 𝜃 = 0°) so that its normal is at an angle to the TEM col-
umn axis. We use a typical procedure in which the lamella is first
tilted away from 𝜃 = 0° in the presence of a magnetic field, H, and
then tilted back to 𝜃 = 0° without changing the field strength. An
example is given in Figure 3 in which the 170 nm thick lamella
is tilted to 𝜃 = 40° toward the [110] direction and then returned
to 𝜃 = 0° to record the LTEM image. Figure 3a,b shows schemat-
ics of this procedure in which the back-and-forth rotation process
is indicated by purple and blue arrows, respectively. This proce-
dure is repeated with increasing strength of the magnetic field at
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Figure 3. Evolution of spin textures from the helical state. a) Illustration of the geometry of the lamella used for the LTEM measurements in which the
lamella is tilted along a given in-plane direction by an angle theta. The field H is aligned along the TEM’s column perpendicular to the plane of the
untilted lamella. b) Schematic of the tilting process by which the lamella is subject to a series of in-plane fields by tilting in a sequence of fields H. c–n)
LTEM micrographs showing the evolution of topological spin textures at 200 K for a ≈170 nm thick lamella starting from the helical phase. c–e) Helical
phase at 0, 208, and 288 mT, respectively. f) Lattice state is found at 336 mT. g,h) At 416 mT; the density of the nano-objects decreases. (f) Only two
eBSks are left at 448 mT. i,j) Helical phase at 0, 208 mT, respectively at 350 K. k) Few aSks are formed. l) Lattice state at 240 mT. m,n) At 288 and 320 mT,
the density of aSks decreases. All images are at the same scale: the scale bar in (c) corresponds to 500 nm. The crystallographic directions are indicated
in (c).
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Figure 4. Density of spin textures in field increasing and decreasing modes. The density of nano-objects for aSks and eBSks vs magnetic field at a) 200
and b) 350 K in increasing and decreasing field modes is shown as black and red curves, respectively. The data plots for increasing and decreasing field
modes are obtained from a series of LTEM images at different magnetic fields and temperatures. Selected images are shown in Figure 3 (increasing field
mode) and Figure S4 (Supporting Information) (decreasing field mode).

temperatures ranging from 100 to 355 K, which is the accessible
temperature range in our TEM sample holder. The magnetic field
at each temperature is varied from zero till the saturation state of
the lamella is reached.

Now we discuss the spin textures in the 170 nm thick lamella
in detail. The ground state at 200 K in 0 mT after cooling from
300 K in zero field before any tilting experiments are carried out
is shown in Figure 3c. The periodicity of the helices increases
with applied magnetic field as shown in Figure 3d,e and Figure
S2 (Supporting Information). Note that it has earlier been shown
that tilting along the [100] or [010] directions in a large enough
field stabilizes helices that are directed along the [100] and [010]
directions, respectively. Tilting along the intermediate [110] or
[−110] directions gives helices randomly oriented along the [010]
and [100] directions.[24,26] This also is the case for the data shown
in Figure 3e at 288 mT. As the field is further increased (with
tilting at each field step) the helical ground state evolves into an
eBSk lattice state, as shown in Figure 3f at 336 mT. As the mag-
netic field is further increased, the density of eBSks diminishes,
and their size is reduced (Figure 3g). Just two eBSks remain at
448 mT (Figure 3h) and at higher fields the lamella attains a fully
saturated ferrimagnetic state. Similar observations are found at
temperatures of 150, and 250 K but the field above which the eB-
Sks are observed is higher at 150 K and lower at 250 K. The satu-
ration field is also higher at 150 K and lower at 250 K.

It is known that Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn exhibits a spin reorientation
transition below ≈133 K where the collinear ferrimagnetic state
evolves into a non-collinear state because of canting of the mag-
netic moments on one of the Mn sublattices away from the tetrag-
onal axis [001], the uniaxial anisotropy direction.[11,32] Below this
transition only sparse states of eBSk are observed in the ≈170 nm
thick lamella. The maximum tilting angle in our experimental
setup is 40° which limits the maximum in-plane field that can
be applied to the sample. A larger in-plane field is necessary to
initiate a lattice state for this lamella since in the second much
thicker lamella (≈280 nm) an eBSk lattice state can be stabilized

at 100 K (Figure S3, Supporting Information) but only by tilting
the sample to the maximum possible tilt angle.

At room temperature and above, we find mostly aSks
(Figure 3i–n) after tilting in increasing fields. Just as above, de-
creasing the magnetic field from the saturation state to zero field
without tilting stabilizes the helical phase, as shown at 350 K
(Figure 3i). At 350 K as the field is increased (using the tilting
procedure above) a few aSks first appear at a field of 224 mT
(Figure 3k) and a square lattice of these objects appears at 240 mT
(Figure 3l). At 320 mT only a few isolated square aSks are ob-
served (Figure 3n).

The stability region for topological spin textures is found to
be narrower using the above procedure when the sample is first
cooled in zero field from room temperature to a given temper-
ature and then the field is increased using the tilting proce-
dure discussed above, than when first applying a large field to
reach the fully magnetized state at any studied temperature and
then using a similar tilting protocol, as the field is systematically
decreased.[26] Thus there is a large magnetic field hysteresis in
the boundaries between the different spin textures at any given
temperature. For example, the field stability window for eBSk
and aSk at 200 and 350 K, respectively, is almost 3 times larger
for decreasing field than for increasing field, as illustrated in
Figure 4a,b. (Also compare Figure 3 with Figure S4, Supporting
Information). Therefore, we can deduce that the transition from
nano-objects to the helical phase requires a significant activa-
tion energy, resulting in a broad stability window for these nano-
objects.[33] Nonetheless, in all cases, the helical phase appears
from the aSk or elliptical Bloch skyrmion lattice states when the
magnetic field is lowered to zero or negative field values, causing
the nano-objects to collapse, as explained in the following section.

In the following, we investigate how the magnetic field affects
the arrangement of the different spin textures that are organized
in lattices. Here we use our Lamella L1 although the results are,
in general, similar for both lamellae (See Figure S5, Supporting
Information for Lamella L2). For this purpose, we consider first
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Figure 5. Collapse dynamics of aSks and eBSks. a–f) Decreasing the field from an aSks lattice and their collapse into short helices for Lamella L1. For
Lamella L2, see Figure S5 (Supporting Information). The short helices are rectangular in shape. c–e) By joining short rectangular helices with the other
square aSks (in negative field directions), more short helices are formed. In (f), no square aSks are found. The short helices are elongated along the [100]
or [010] directions. The scale bar in b–f) is the same as in (a), which is 1 μm. g) Lattices of eBSks found at 208 mT in Lamella L2. h) Elliptical skyrmions
(in the middle) join together to form elongated elliptical shapes. i,j) More short helices in elliptical shape are found on joining the eBSks. k) At −114 mT
only a few eBSks are left in the corner of the LTEM image, and short helices are further elongated. l) Helical phase is formed. The scale bar in h–l) is the
same as in (g), which is 1 μm.

the lattice of aSks illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows a close-
packed aSk lattice state at 300 K in a field of 208 mT formed us-
ing the aforementioned field-decreasing protocol from the satu-
ration state at ≈396 mT. The aSk state appears initially at a field
of 304 mT and is essentially unchanged as this field is reduced to
208 mT. However, when the field is further reduced, some of the
square-shaped aSks become elongated, as shown in Figure 5b for
a field of 176 mT. Since the state is close-packed the elongation of
one aSk leads to the contraction of nearby aSks. As the field is fur-
ther reduced short helices are formed as an aSk is elongated and

then such elongated aSks join together (Figure 5c–e). Figure 5c
depicts a state with square aSks and few short helices. As the field
is reduced to zero and a negative field is applied, larger numbers
of square aSks combine to form greater numbers of short helices.
The remaining square aSks combine with previously observed
short helices to form longer helices (Figure 5b–e). At −80 mT
(Figure 5e), there are only a few square aSks at the connections
between short helices of varying lengths. In Figure 5f, there are
no aSk objects with a square shape and the region is filled with
the helical state.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2403358 2403358 (6 of 15) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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We used the similar protocol for forming the eBSk lattice at
100 K as we did for the aSk lattice at 300 K. At this tempera-
ture of 100 K, the eBSk lattice appears at 400 mT, and the lat-
tice remains stable up to a negative field of -64 mT (Figure 5g).
In this sample as well as the 170 nm thick sample, we observe
predominantly eBSks that have their long axis oriented along the
[100] direction and none along the perpendicular direction. There
is an exception to some data from the 170 nm-thick sample at
150 K, where eBSks were found along the [010] direction in a
micron-sized region, as shown in ref. [26] Because of the clock-
wise and counter-clock-wise rotation of the magnetizations, the
eBSks with long axes oriented along the [100] direction have a
white Lorentz TEM contrast, whereas those with long axes ori-
ented along the [010] direction have a grey Lorentz TEM contrast
(Figure S6, Supporting Information). As mentioned above this
means that all the observed eBSks in Lamella L2 have the same
chirality. This broken symmetry could be due to a small strain
in our sample perhaps derived from the FIB processing to fab-
ricate the sample. We also find that as the eBSks are elongated
by reducing the field to form helical-like structures, this elonga-
tion also takes place only one direction (i.e. [100]). This elonga-
tion only starts when the field is decreased through zero field to
negative fields beyond -64 mT until which field there is no elon-
gation (see Figure 5g). At -80 mT some elongated eBSks are seen
which become longer and longer as the magnitude of the fields is
systematically increased in the negative direction eventually
reaching more than 2 μm in length (Figure 5h–k; Figure S7, Sup-
porting Information). Real-space imaging in the LTEM shows
that these are formed by the combination of neighboring eB-
Sks. Both ends of the helices, whether short or long, are similar
in shape to those of the eBSks. (Similarly, the ends of the he-
lices formed from combining the aSks in Figure 5b–e has the
same shape as the aSk). These elongated objects have the same
topological charge as the eBSks (NSK = −1) or aSks (NSK = +1).
Each end of each of the short helices has NSK = −½ (for an elon-
gated eBSk) or +½ (for an elongated aSk), and the contribution
from the center area is zero. A similar evolution of the skyrmions
has been found from micromagnetic simulations and the termi-
nal regions of the elongated skyrmions are described as being
a meron (see Ref. [34]). At −123 mT (Figure 5l), when the he-
lices touch the boundary of the lamella (not shown here), a com-
plete helical phase is formed, destroying the topological protec-
tion of the elongated structure. For the case of the aSk collaps-
ing process, the topological protection was destroyed not only
near the boundary of the lamella but also in the interior due to
the randomly oriented short helices along the crystallographic
[010] and [100] directions (Figure 5f). These elongated objects
are promising candidates for applications in spin-torque nano-
oscillators and magnon waveguides according to a recent theoret-
ical proposal.[35] They are also predicted to host Majorana-bound
states when interfaced with a superconductor that is potentially
useful for quantum computing.[36]

Those collapse mechanisms are in stark contrast to the dy-
namics of B20 compounds in which Block skyrmions are ob-
served which evolve from a cycloidal state that can be oriented
along any crystal direction. In these compounds, a reduction in
the applied field first induces a non-equilibrium phase separa-
tion into regions of skyrmions and regions of a conical structure
in which the cone propagation vector is along the applied mag-

netic field.[37] Near zero field, this conical phase evolves into a
helical phase with a propagation vector perpendicular to the ap-
plied magnetic field. In our Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn system a strong uniax-
ial anisotropy and a tubular, non-twisted, spin structure due to
the anisotropic DMI exclude such a conical spin arrangement.
Therefore, the extensive length deformation of our spin textures
and their collapse dynamics from a dense lattice state have not yet
been explored. Since the elongations of the eBSks and aSks along
the [100] and [010] directions coincide with the material’s compo-
nents of the intrinsic DMI vector, it appears that the elongation
is predominantly determined by the system’s intrinsic DMI.[38]

To further elaborate on this effect, we have provided an addi-
tional micromagnetic simulation that confirms that aSk can elon-
gate along the Bloch wall directions either when the strength of
the DMI or magnetic field varies in the presence of dipolar in-
teractions (Figure S8, Supporting Information). Skyrmions can
also become elongated and take irregular shapes due to mech-
anisms such as spin-orbit torque (SOT) or spin-transfer torque
(STT)[39–42] or because of constricted geometries such as nano-
stripes.[28,43]

We have corroborated the field-driven transformation of spin
textures that we discussed above by carrying out micromagnetic
simulations using the open-source GPU-accelerated Python li-
brary magnum.np[44] and starting from a parametrized lattice
state of eBSks (aSks) using an effective temperature Teff = 100 K
(Teff = 300 K) at an OOP magnetic field of 500 mT (450 mT).
Note that the temperature is introduced indirectly, by using
temperature-dependent effective magnetic parameters. We solve
numerically the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation taking
into consideration energy contributions from demagnetization,
exchange, anisotropy, DMI, and Zeeman fields; see Experimen-
tal Section for more details. These numerical investigations re-
veal that aSks, depicted in their isolated magnetization state in
Figure 6a,b, as well as the elongated bar states, are metastable,
as illustrated in Figure 6c,d. When the field is lowered the aSks
first elongate and ultimately join together into longer helices, as
observed in Figure 6e,f. In Figure S9 (Supporting Information)
we show the topological charge density of these elongated eBSks
and aSks. Note that in our simulations the lattice state is not as
closed-packed as in the experiments. Thus, it does not allow us to
exactly reproduce the adjacent joining of square aSks observed in
the experiments. A further reason for the discrepancy of the field-
driven collapse mechanism is that the topologically protected
aSks will have a finite energy barrier to merging, which might be
overcome by temperature fluctuation in the experiments. A simi-
lar field-driven mechanism is observed if one starts from a lattice
state of eBSks. The exemplary magnetization state of an isolated
eBSk is shown in Figure 6g,h. In the performed magnetic simula-
tions few eBSks are already very elongated in our simulations, as
shown in Figure 6i,j. The eBSks elongate even more into helices
when the field magnitude is lowered, ultimately joining together
as in the experiments Figure 6k,l. However, the helices are joined
only at the surfaces, as we depicted in Figure 6. In the bulk region,
the same behavior as for aSks appears, where the micromagnetic
simulations without thermal fluctuations are not able to resolve
the merging of Bloch points and the resulting dynamics.

Apart from aSks and eBSks, TBs are also seen experimentally
in Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn. TBs have one half that is Bloch type and the
other half has a structure akin to aSks, so that thereby NSK = 0.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2403358 2403358 (7 of 15) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 6. Micromagnetic simulations to describe the field-driven collapse mechanism. An aSk a,b) is shown in two color schemes, where the first
highlights the z component of magnetization, whereas the latter highlights the angle of the magnetization rotation given by the color wheel. A lattice
with aSks at Teff = 350 K and an OOP field of 450 mT is illustrated in c), and d) in the two color schemes, respectively. After the magnetic field is decreased
to 341 mT the aSks are joined and become elongated along both the [100] and [010] directions, as shown in e,f). In the case of eBSks illustrated in g,h)
the lattice of already elongated spin-objects from i,j) collapses into stripe domains of the same chirality in k,l) if one simulates the system at Teff = 100 K
and a magnetic field decreasing from 500 to 340 mT. A few of the elongated objects in k,l) have Bloch-type walls at one end and aSks-type walls at the
other end, resulting in elongated TBs (also see Figure S9d, Supporting Information).

Figure 7. Collapse dynamics of TBs. a–h) The LTEM are imaged ≈14° away from the [001] axis and out-of-field values are mentioned at the top corner of
each LTEM image. a) A TB (type-II) lattice state is shown at H = 240 mT. (b) Reducing the magnetic field, these TBs are elongated. c) At 112 mT a few
trivial objects connect with each other and four aSks are formed (marked in white arrows). d) Lowering H a greater number of aSks and elongated aSks
are formed. e,f) At 64 and 0 mT, the region is filled with aSks and elongated aSks. g) The density of square aSks decreases by forming a helical phase.
h) A helical phase is formed at −136 mT. The scale bar in (b-h) is the same as in (a), which is 1 μm.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2403358 2403358 (8 of 15) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 8. Heating experiment from an eBSks lattice state. a) Schematic diagram of the heating experiment. b) An eBSk lattice state is formed at 100 K
and zero tilt after a temporary in-plane field application at a high magnetic field of H = 368 mT. H is then reduced to 180 mT. c–h) The temperature is
increased to 355 K while keeping H constant. Different states are obtained as follows: d,e) TBs and aSks, f,g) aSks lattice and h) sparse state. Orange
arrows in (d) point to aSks. The scale bar in (b) corresponds to 1 μm and same for all the LTEM images.

These objects are created under certain tilting and field condi-
tions, namely a tilt of a few degrees away from the [001] direc-
tion for certain fields (see Figure S1, Supporting Information).
First, we created the antiskyrmion lattice using the same method
we used to get Figure 5a. The magnetic field was then lowered
to 240 mT at zero tilt, and a TB state was found by tilting the
sample to 𝜃 = 14° at 300 K, as shown in Figure 7a. To inves-
tigate the mechanism of TB collapse, the magnetic field was
lowered while keeping the lamella at 𝜃 = 14°. Initially, only a
few of the TBs become elongated on joining with each other,
as shown in Figure 7b–d. Intriguingly, however, we did not ob-
serve a prominent melting process among TBs but rather saw
these nano-objects start to transform into aSks or elongated aSks
(Figure 7c,d). The collapsing process produces more elongated
aSks via joining with other aSks or with elongated aSks when the
field is reduced further (see Figure 7f,g). Finally, a helical state is
formed at −136 mT (Figure 7h). The transformation from TBs
to aSks in this experiment suggests that aSk is more robustly

metastable than TB at room temperature and low field. In Figure
S10 (Supporting Information), we plotted the number of objects
vs. magnetic field, demonstrating how the density of aSks, eBSks,
and TBs decreases with decreasing magnetic field.

Besides the field-dependent stability and collapse dynamics of
the spin-textures, their thermal stability plays a key role in their
integration into spintronic devices. Hence, we investigated the
resilience of various spin textures to heating and cooling. First,
we will discuss the experimental investigation into the stability
of eBSks against heating in a constant magnetic field. We wish
to see whether these eBSks persist at higher temperatures than
the typical stability region for eBSks (below room temperature) or
whether a phase transformation to an aSk state takes place. With
the help of the similar protocol shown in Figure 5, the triangular
lattice of eBSks is first stabilized at 398 mT and at a tempera-
ture of 100 K. The out-of-plane field was subsequently lowered
to 180 mT. Figure 8a shows the schematic diagram of the subse-
quent heating experiment. Figure 8b presents the LTEM contrast

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2403358 2403358 (9 of 15) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 9. Magnetic aSks formed using a field-cooling procedure: a) Schematic diagram for the field-cooling procedure. b,c) An aSk lattice at 350 K and
200 mT. The LTEM images are taken from two different regions of an extended lamella. The scale bars in a,b) correspond to 400, and 500 nm, respectively.
d) The lamella is cooled down to 200 K keeping H constant. LTEM image of the full lamella at 200 K after thermalization to ensure stability. e–j) LTEM
contrasts at different magnetic fields from the region marked by the red rectangle in (d). First, the field is reduced to −16 from 200 mT and then the field
is increased to 464 mT. The scale bar in e–j) is the same as in (a). k–p) LTEM images at different magnetic fields from the region marked by the blue
rectangle in (d). In (n) at 160 mT, the three TBs and one aSk in the bottom region of k–m) are changed to elongated objects with an elongation direction
along [010]. At higher magnetic fields, square aSks are formed. The scale bar in k–p) is the same as in (b). Please note that (b, c) regions are the same
region as marked by in (d) but at 350 K.

of the eBSks recorded at 100 K and 180 mT. A small portion of the
entire lamella is shown here and in Figure S11 (Supporting Infor-
mation), we presented the LTEM contrast of the full lamella. We
increased the lamella’s temperature to 355 K while keeping the
magnetic field constant (180 mT). Up to 260 K, these eBSks are
quite stable (Figure 8c). At 297 K (Figure 8d) these eBSks became
deformed. The nano-objects of distorted shape reflect a structure
of a TB with zero topological charge which are extended along
the [100] crystallographic direction. At this temperature, we also
observed the formation of very few square-shaped aSks. Those
objects are indicated by orange arrows in Figure 8d. With an in-
crease in temperature by 18 K (Figure 8e), a considerable number
of aSks are found alongside a few TBs. Moreover, at 325 K, TBs
transform to aSks (Figure 8f). At 315 K a few small helices are

found. Additionally, as illustrated at 297 and 315 K, some short
helices were also generated. A few short helices were also ob-
served at 315 K, and even fewer at 325 K. At 340 K the lamella
contains only aSks (Figure 8g). Here, the size of the aSks is di-
minished by compressing the domains. As the temperature is
increased further, the aSks begin to annihilate. As illustrated in
Figure 8h, there are only a few aSks remaining at 355 K, and the
region is mostly in a polarized state.

Our experiments give important insights into the behavior
of the spin textures in Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn. The eBSks, stabilized by a
dominant DDI, are observed over a broader temperature range
in contrast to the aSks. Consequently, when the Heusler com-
pound is heated above 300 K, the transformation of eBSks to
aSks suggests that the DMI becomes the dominant interaction,

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2403358 2403358 (10 of 15) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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while the relevance of DDI decreases at higher temperatures,
as the magnetization is lowered. It is important to note that
similar experiments have been conducted on another related
compound Mn-Rh-Ir-Sn, which also possesses the D2d crystal
symmetry. However, no topological phase transition similar to
that observed in Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn was found.[45] This discrepancy
can be attributed to the reduced DMI and lower spin-orbit
coupling resulting from the 4d element Rh in Mn-Rh-Ir-Sn in
contrast to the 5d element Pt in Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn. It’s also worth
mentioning that for Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn, in the temperature induced
process, in which eBSks are transformed into TBs and aSks,
the eBSks are primarily observed in a triangular lattice state,
whereas the aSks are found either in a triangular lattice or a
square lattice state, depending on the temperature. A detailed
analysis is given in Figure S12 (Supporting Information).

Lastly, we used a field-cooled protocol to find out how stable
aSks are at different temperatures by cooling the lamella filled
with aSks from 350 K down to various low temperatures. The
schematic in Figure 9a illustrates the cooling procedure that was
used. First, the aSk lattice state was created at 350 K in a field of
232 mT using the similar stabilization procedure discussed above
in Figure 5, following which the field was then reduced to 200 mT.
Figure 9b,c highlights two different regions of the LTEM image of
the lamella at 350 K. The lamella was then cooled down to 200 K
under the same constant magnetic field (200 mT). Figure 9d de-
picts the LTEM contrast of the entire lamella after ensuring the
thermal stability of the spin texture by waiting for 30 min at 200 K.
Two regions, denoted by the red and blue squares, are the regions
depicted in Figure 9b,c. First, we discuss the region depicted by
the red square in Figure 9d as the field is varied. This region dis-
plays a short helix (rectangular in shape) within a lattice of aSks.
When the magnetic field is reduced to −16 mT (Figure 9f) the
metastable aSks are still found. Then, LTEM images were col-
lected as the field was increased in steps of 16 mT. At ≈256 mT
the lattice is still square (Figure 9g) and the short helix has trans-
formed into a square-shaped object (Figure 9h). As the magnetic
field is further increased the aSk lattice first becomes partially dis-
ordered, and, finally, fully disordered at higher fields. An isolated
state of aSks is found in even stronger magnetic fields (Figure 9i)
before the lamella becomes fully polarized (Figure 9j).

Now we discuss the region highlighted by the blue square in
Figure 9k. A mixture of aSks and rectangular short helices is seen
within this region. When the field strength is decreased, the aSks
tend to become longer while more short helices are generated, as
shown in Figure 9l,m. Conversely, increasing the magnetic field
strength causes the short helices to convert into square aSks, re-
sulting in a lattice state (see Figure 9n–p). This process demon-
strates the reversible transformation of field-cooled aSks to short
helices and back to aSks. The field-cooled protocol described in
Figure 9a was repeated at temperatures of 100 and 250 K. No-
tably, unlike the field-heating experiment, we did not find that
the aSks transformed to eBSks. The metastable aSks, however,
were very stable at any given field and temperature for up to 4 h,
the maximum time that the sample holder could maintain the
temperature. This shows that the aSks in D2d system have a long
lifetime, as proposed.[33,46]

To observe the stabilization of square aSks in the increas-
ing field mode at room temperature and above, we employed a
stepwise procedure. Initially, the aSks were stabilized at a higher

Figure 10. Magnetic phase diagram for aSks stability. a) Magnetic phase
diagram which shows square aSks throughout the temperature and field
in increasing mode of the magnetic field. The schematics on the top of
the phase diagram show the field-cooled protocols for 100, 200, and 250 K
(left side) and 300, and 350 K (right side), respectively.

field, followed by a reduction of the magnetic field to zero. Sub-
sequently, we gradually increased the magnetic field while ensur-
ing that the lamella remains in the zero-tilt position. The upper
panel of Figure 10 illustrates the schematics of the protocols that
were used at 100, 200, and 250 K on the one hand (left) and 300
and 350 K on the other hand (right) allowing us to capture LTEM
images of square aSks at various temperatures in the increasing
field mode. The resulting formation of square aSks over a wide
range of fields and temperatures is presented as a contour plot in
Figure 10.

We now consider the stability of the nano-objects using micro-
magnetic simulations, where we initialize our simulations with
either an eBSk, a TB, or an aSK. The magnetization state is dis-
torted randomly, i.e. we add to each cell a random vector with a
constant length and then renormalize the magnetization. This
distortion is applied to ensure that the magnetization state does
not get pinned in a local minimum and that the obtained relaxed
magnetization state is indeed the true metastable state. We cal-
culate the topological number of the final magnetization state,
which is then given as a color in the phase diagrams illustrated
in Figure 11. The dynamic transformation between the spin ob-
jects could not be observed, as the micromagnetic theory is not
very well suited to describe magnetization dynamics that include
Bloch singularities. Thus, we need to look at this problem from
a static energetic point of view.

Figure 11a illustrates the stability range of eBSks as the effec-
tive temperature and the strength of DMI are varied in the micro-
magnetic simulations. The skyrmion is a metastable solution for
each set of D2d and Teff if it does not disappear after being subject
to random distortions, and finds its way back to the energy min-
imum. At 100 and 200 K we see that eBSks are stable solutions.
Similarly, the TBs are stable around the same temperatures, as
shown in Figure 11b. However, at 300 K both eBSks and TBs are
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Figure 11. Micromagnetic simulations for the temperature-dependent metastability of aSKs, eBSks, and TBs. Phase diagrams illustrating the stability
regions for a) eBSks, b) TBs, and c) aSKs where the right panels illustrate snapshots of the magnetization states obtained from simulations at different
effective temperatures and DMIs, along the red lines from a–c). Snapshots were taken at the center of the simulation box with a total thickness of 280 nm.
The applied OOP field is 180 mT. The color wheel highlights the angle of the magnetization and color bar highlights the z component of magnetization.

no longer energetically stable solutions, and they transform into
aSks. Figure 11c depicts the stability region of the aSks which
has the largest stability range as compared to eBSks and TBs and
are stable over the entire effective temperature range (see Exper-
imental Section). Hence, one concludes that increasing the tem-
perature in the experiments changes the material parameters of
the system, and reshapes the energy landscape in such a fash-
ion that eBSks are less favorable from an energetic point of view.
Thus, they first become TBs, and then decay into aSks at higher
temperatures. Since the aSks are stable solutions at lower temper-
atures as well, they do not get transformed back to eBSks. Hence,
this transformation process is irreversible.

Additionally, we performed string method simulations[47–49]

to investigate the temperature-dependent transformation of an

eBSk into an aSk (see Experimental Section). The resulting mini-
mum energy paths, and the corresponding magnetization states,
show that the transition mechanism is a double-occurring pro-
cedure: local transition of a Bloch wall into a Néel wall. The
skyrmion decays into a triangular TB with the first transforma-
tion. The latter converts into an aSk following the second Bloch-
Néel wall transition (see Figure S13, Supporting Information
for snapshots of magnetizations during the collapse dynamics).
Note that the energy barrier is reduced with increasing effec-
tive temperature, indicating that the thermal energy in our ex-
periments might be sufficient to trigger the collapse dynamics.
Heusler materials, that are particularly interesting for magnonic
applications due to their low damping,[50,51] can, with their in-
herent eBSk, aSk, and TB lattices, function as natural magnonic
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crystals.[52] The field- or heat-assisted topological transforma-
tions demonstrated in our work provide the framework for
reconfigurable magnonic crystals, in which frequency combs can
be envisioned filtering different frequencies depending on the
type of spin structures present in the system.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown the critical role of the magnetic
field, temperature, and the detailed field-temperature history
protocols in the generation and stabilization, annihilation, col-
lapse, and transformation of antiskyrmions and elliptical Bloch
skyrmions in an archetypical D2d Heusler compound. At all tem-
peratures explored (100–350 K) there is a narrower field stability
regime for the formation of nano-objects as the magnetic field is
increased from a ground state helical phase, as compared to the
case where the magnetic field is decreased from the uniformly
polarized state at high fields. Our experimental findings unveiled
two significant processes. First, a topological phase transforma-
tion occurs from elliptical Bloch skyrmions to antiskyrmions
via the formation of trivial bubbles using a simple field-heating
approach. Micromagnetic investigations revealed that it is the
change in the temperature-dependent material parameters that
stabilizes distinct spin textures at various temperatures. Second,
a collapse mechanism leads to the formation of highly elongated
spin textures. Importantly, dipolar interactions help in the elon-
gation of the spin objects and DMI dictates the directions along
which the spin textures elongate. Therefore, elongated magnetic
structures exhibit a direct correlation with dipolar interactions
and the D2d DMI vector components along the [100] and [010]
crystallographic directions. The observed prolonged elongation
and metastability of magnetic textures in our work has significant
implications for skyrmion-based devices and their dynamics and,
hence, have to be thoroughly characterized and taken into care-
ful consideration when developing prospective spintronic and
magnonic devices. Moreover, we can envision a reconfigurable
reservoir computing device where one uses skyrmion lattices as
skyrmion fabrics at low temperatures but can be switched to an
antiskyrmion reservoir purely by heating, enhancing the non-
linearity and versatility of the reservoir.[53–55] Our results provide
invaluable insights into the intricate interplay between a system’s
properties and its spin textures and, thereby advance potential ap-
plications in devices.

4. Experimental Section
The bulk polycrystalline Heusler compound Mn-Pt-Pd-Sn was prepared by
an arc melting method, as described elsewhere.[11] The surface of the bulk
sample was smoothed by mechanical and chemical polishing procedures.
Since the polycrystalline compound had different grains, the EBSD tech-
nique was carried out in a TESCAN GAIA 3 (Quantax, Bruker) system to
find [001]-oriented grains. The resolution of EBSD was ≈20 nm. The elec-
tron from the scanning electron microscope (SEM) column had an accel-
erating voltage of 20 kV. Using a Ga+ ion-based dual beam focused ion
beam system [FEI Nova Nanolab 600 SEM/FIB] operated at an acceler-
ating voltage of 2–30 kV, single crystalline lamellae with parallel surfaces
were produced from the [001] oriented grain. The procedure for preparing
lamellae was detailed.[26] The SEM was used to measure the thickness of
the lamellae under a zero-tilt stage condition.

The SAED and LTEM measurements were performed in an aberration-
corrected high-resolution transmission electron microscope [FEI TITAN
800-300]. A 60 μm selected area aperture was used to capture the diffrac-
tion pattern of the single crystalline lamella. Magnetic contrasts were ac-
quired in Lorentz TEM mode where the magnetic field was varied from
−0.28 to 2.3 T along the microscope axis by partially exciting the objective
lens. The LTEM contrasts were captured from the two lamellae of differ-
ent thicknesses of ≈170 and ≈280 nm used.[26] The magnetic field values
were calibrated by a Hall bar sensor. The double-tilt liquid nitrogen holder
was used to alter the lamella’s temperature, and a temperature controller
was used to maintain the temperature of the lamella at varied levels. In
field-heated and field-cooled experiments, the increase or decrease of the
lamella’s temperature was performed at a rate of 3 K min−1. The tempo-
rary tilting ≈36° toward [110] was enough to generate the aSk/eBSk lat-
tice at zero tilt for the temperature above the spin reorientation transition
temperature. However, it was observed that below the spin reorientation
transition, it was needed to tilt ≈40° to get a lattice state in a 280 nm-
thick sample. Therefore, to keep the tilting angle consistent throughout
the whole experiment, 400 was given, the maximum possible tilting angle,
for two lamellae, L1 and L2. The under-focus value for the LTEM imaging
is ≈0.8–0.9 mm. The detailed information about the protocols used in the
manuscript is provided in Figure S14 (Supporting Information).

Micromagnetic Simulations: The micromagnetic simulations that were
carried out need to be classified into two categories: static relaxation and
string method simulations. For all simulations the D2d Bulk DMI was im-
plemented via the energy density

wDMI = Dm ⋅
(
𝜕m
𝜕x

× ex −
𝜕m
𝜕y

× ey

)
(1)

where D is the DMI constant, m is the unit magnetization vector,[56]

and ex and eyare the unit vector along x and y directions, respectively.
The resulting effective field term contribution is included in the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation as an additional field term besides ex-
change, demagnetization, uniaxial anisotropy, and Zeeman fields. The
temperature material parameters are assumed to follow well-established
laws[57,58] where the saturation magnetization is scaled with Ms(T) =
Ms(0)(1 − T

TC
)
0.5

, the exchange and anisotropy constants are scaled via

Aex(T) = A(0)( Ms(T)
Ms(0)

)
1.53

, and Ku(T) = Ku(0)( Ms(T)
Ms(0)

)
1.85

. For the material

parameters at T = 0 K Ms (0) = 900 kA m−1, Aex (0) = 30 pJ m−1, and Ku
(0) = 300 kJ m−3 were used as appropriate choices based on experimental
expectations, and previous publications.[26] The exchange and anisotropy
constants were very difficult to measure based on the very small sizes of
the single crystal sample. Hence, a comprehensive study not shown here
was done, where initial parameters were optimized by investigating the
size of an elliptical skyrmion and a square antiskyrmion, and matching
them to experimental findings.

The stability of nano-objects was investigated by means of a finite-
difference-method micromagnetic simulations using magnum.np.[44] A
small geometry was discretized with lateral dimensions of x= 300, y= 300,
and thickness z = 280 nm into cells with volume dx × dy × dz = 5 × 5 ×
28 nm3. It was started from a rough parametrization of the aSk and eBSk.

A small random vector was added in each cell to the magnetization to
create a distorted magnetization state. The structure was then relaxed by
numerically solving the LLG using temperature-dependent magnetic pa-
rameters. The strength of the DMI was varied as well to obtain the sta-
bility phase diagrams. The topological Skyrmion numbers are calculated
via NSK = 1

4𝜋
∫∫ m(r) ⋅ ( 𝜕m(r)

𝜕x
× 𝜕m(r)

𝜕y
) d2r and coded as the color in the

phase diagrams. The topological charge was calculated by averaging the
magnetization along the z-axis and then integrating NSK as a volume in-
tegral. Finally, it was divided by the cell thickness along z, to approximate
the surface integral.

Large-scale lattice simulations were performed on a geometry with lat-
eral dimensions of x = 3000, y = 3000, and thickness z = 280 nm. The ap-
plied OOP field was varied, and the DMI strength to find stable lattice solu-
tions for the eBSKs (stable lattice using Teff = 100K, D2d = 1.8 mJ m−2, and

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2403358 2403358 (13 of 15) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Bz = 500 mT), and aSK (stable lattice using Teff = 300 K, D2d = 1.3 mJ m−2,
and Bz = 450 mT). The stabilized lattices were then taken as initial mag-
netization states for the field-driven transformation simulations, where a
time-dependent magnetic field decreases with a rate of 0.5 mT ns−1.

The minimum energy paths were obtained via the full micromagnetic
model using a string method,[47–49] using magnum.fe[59] which was sim-
ilar to the nudged elastic band method[46] and delivers the energetically
most favorable way to switch the initial magnetization state into a chosen
final state based on the chosen initial path. The string method was iter-
ative and consists of two steps in the main routine. The initial and final
states were initially interpolated in an equidistant manner along an initial
path into magnetization images. The first step consists of a local mini-
mization process by using the steepest descent method for each magne-
tization image. In the second step, one interpolates the new energy curve
into equidistant images on a new path using an appropriate energy norm.
One repeats these two steps until the energy path describing the desired
physical switching, or deformation does not change anymore. The con-
verged curve was considered to be the minimum energy path. Note here
that annihilation and deformation processes involving a Bloch point could
be described qualitatively via micromagnetic simulations, yet the obtained
energy barriers could be significantly underestimated,[60] as micromagnet-
ics was not suitable for the modeling of Bloch points.
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